Mixed methods study examining work reintegration experiences from perspectives of Veterans with mental health disorders
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Abstract—Recent findings have demonstrated that reintegration for Veterans is often challenging. One difficult aspect of reintegration—transitioning into the civilian workplace—has not been fully explored in the literature. To address this gap and examine work reintegration, this mixed methods study examined the perspectives of Veterans with mental health disorders receiving Department of Veterans Affairs healthcare. Forty Veterans rated factors that affect work success; participants also provided narratives on their most and least successful work experiences. We used t-tests and qualitative analysis to compare participants who did and did not serve in combat. Several themes relevant to work reintegration emerged in the narratives, particularly for Veterans who served in combat. An array of work difficulties were reported in the months following military discharge. In addition, Veterans who served in combat reported significantly more work barriers than Veterans who did not serve in combat, particularly health-related barriers. In conclusion, Veterans with mental health disorders who served in combat experienced more work reintegration difficulty than their counterparts who did not serve in combat. The role of being a Veteran affected how combat Veterans formed their self-concept, which also shaped their work success and community reintegration, especially during the early transition period.
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INTRODUCTION

For Veterans of recent conflicts, reintegration into civilian life can be challenging. Sayer et al.’s national survey found that one-quarter to more than one-half of Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) Veterans receiving Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) healthcare experienced reintegration difficulties in a variety of domains [1]; more than 90 percent of Veterans also reported interest in services to aid the readjustment process. Another study estimated that more than 70 percent of soldiers returning from combat in OIF experienced at least one readjustment stressor [2]. Similarly, a recent review of literature concluded that while many Veterans are able to successfully readjust to the civilian world, a subset of Veterans struggle in major life areas, including legal problems, strained interpersonal and family relationships, unstable housing, and employment difficulties [3]. Other studies have considered reintegration...
alongside mental health; young Veterans receiving VA care have troubling rates of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and substance use disorders [4]. Rates of suicide are also higher in Veterans than in the general population [5]. Also alarming, a greater number of postdeployment readjustment stressors in members of the National Guard who participated in recent conflicts were associated with a higher risk of suicide [6].

While previous studies have begun to offer evidence of reintegration problems, the state of knowledge in this area is incomplete. Specifically, there is no consensus definition and no gold standard for measuring community reintegration [7]. In addition, some prior studies have reduced the construct of reintegration difficulty to a one-item assessment, with little attention to the complexity and nuance involved in the dynamic process of reintegration [1]. In response to these issues, the VA Rehabilitation Research and Development Service developed a work group to examine Veteran community reintegration, a stated VA priority [7]. Findings from the work group highlighted the lack of adequate research in this area and the need to explore and identify core elements of community reintegration. These conclusions also underscored the importance of assessing the subjective experience of reintegration to more fully capture individual preference, choice, and satisfaction with participation in life roles [7].

The current study contributes to objectives of the VA work group by examining subjective experience pertaining to a central component of reintegration—participation in the workforce [7]. Work reintegration is a particularly crucial area of study for several reasons. First, productive activity, including work, is a major adult role in our society. In addition, past findings have demonstrated that Veterans struggle in the area of vocational functioning [8]; this burden of unemployment is particularly heavy for those Veterans with families, who have larger financial responsibilities and psychosocial stressors, such as the lack of reliable transportation and inadequate housing [6,9]. Furthermore, one-third of OIF Veterans report work problems, including job loss upon returning from deployment; this is especially problematic among those Veterans who have sought mental health care [2]. Similarly, employed Veterans with mental illness are more likely to be working part-time rather than full-time [10]. Relatedly, the link between PTSD in combat Veterans and work dysfunction is well established [11–14]. Veterans with PTSD also earn significantly lower wages than Veterans without PTSD [15].

The Veteran role is another important issue to consider with regard to reintegration. Specifically, one’s sense of self, or self-concept, as defined through one’s role as a Veteran may have a substantial impact on community reintegration long after returning from combat or separating from the military [16]. With regard to work, this notion is supported by past findings indicating that the meaning of work varies across persons according to their self-concept [17]. In this case, self-concept is strongly linked with the Veteran role, particularly following combat experiences and deployments to war zones, which may intensify and substantially alter self-experience [18] or how one views various aspects of him- or herself and his or her life story over time. Subsequent to these life-changing experiences in the combat zone, one may identify as a soldier, sailor, marine, etc., more strongly than with other adult or civilian life roles [19]; these war and deployment experiences may also facilitate an increased experience of camaraderie and brotherhood/sisterhood among those who served alongside one another and among Veterans in general. As a result, interacting with and understanding civilians can be a difficult process, which can extend into the workplace. Furthermore, reintegrating into civilian life also involves identity re-negotiation [20], consisting of a changing sense of self, making meaning of military and war experiences [18], and integrating military experiences with prior self-concept and newly formed circumstances, e.g., a new civilian job or career [16]. Taken together, this literature suggests that work reintegration in light of the Veteran role is a potentially crucial area that warrants further exploration.

In response to this gap in the literature, this study sought to explore the perspectives of Veterans with mental health disorders about work reintegration using a mixed methods approach. Specifically, subjective experiences of work were examined through an inductive emergent approach, seeking to gain a richer understanding of themes of reintegration in the context of work. Second, work reintegration themes were compared between Veterans who served in combat and Veterans who did not participate in combat. As discussed, the experiences of war are life-altering and have been demonstrated to disrupt self-experience and personal narrative [21]. In addition, studies have found that across eras, Veterans who serve in combat tend to have more problematic health and psychosocial outcomes than Veterans who did not serve in
However, the mechanisms explaining these complex outcomes are not fully understood. We suggest that the early reintegration period as it relates to sense of self is critical in these processes. Therefore, we hypothesized that Veterans with combat exposure would have more salient narratives of work reintegration and, specifically, reintegration stories pertaining to self-concept and their role as a Veteran. In contrast, we expected that Veterans without combat experiences would discuss fewer themes inherent to work reintegration and their role as a Veteran. Lastly, ratings of factors affecting work success were compared between combat and noncombat Veterans in an exploratory fashion in order to further examine work reintegration differences between the groups.

**METHODS**

**Design**

This mixed methods study is a secondary analysis of a parent study that examined the work perspectives of 40 Veterans receiving mental health care at a VA medical center (VAMC) in an urban Midwestern city [23]. Veterans were recruited from three outpatient mental health clinics specializing in the treatment of severe mental illness (SMI), PTSD, and general outpatient mental health care. Through in-person interviews and a written survey, we collected background information, work history, ratings of factors influencing work success and failure in the community, and narratives of work experiences. Reintegration experiences that emerged in narratives of work experiences were examined through ratings of factors affecting work success.

**Sampling**

Veterans were eligible for the study if they had a chart diagnosis of PTSD or a diagnosis falling under the umbrella of SMI (bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, or schizophrenia spectrum disorder) as documented in the electronic medical record. Both employed and unemployed Veterans were recruited in order to increase variability of the sample and capture a wide range of work reintegration experiences. Veterans were excluded from the study if they were working in a non-competitive work position or had a severe medical condition, dementia, or other serious cognitive impairment that would prevent participation in the study. Veterans were not excluded from the study if they had a comorbid diagnosis of a substance use disorder. Convenience sampling was used; sampling ceased after 40 Veterans chose to participate. The participation rate was 58.8 percent (40 out of 68 Veterans who were invited chose to participate).

**Procedure**

Recruitment was conducted with the assistance of clinicians working in VA mental health clinics. After clinicians were provided study information, they approached eligible Veterans about the study. Interested Veterans were referred to study personnel, who then scheduled times to review consent procedures and conduct interviews. The surveys and interviews were conducted during one meeting with the participant by either the first author (a clinical psychologist) or a research assistant (a doctoral student in clinical psychology). The clinical psychologist conducted 30 interviews/surveys, and the research assistant conducted 10 interviews/surveys. After obtaining written informed consent, we collected survey information and conducted narrative interviews in which participants discussed their most and least successful competitive work experiences. Veterans were paid $30 for participating in the study.

**Measures**

Participant background characteristics collected included sex, ethnicity, educational attainment, mental health diagnosis, marital status, disability status, income level, residential status, and military background. Work history information included work status (competitively employed or unemployed), average number of hours worked per week, and wage rate worked during the past 6 mo.

The survey of work factors consisted of 20 items scored on a Likert scale probing the degree to which the factors played a role in Veterans’ work success [23]. For each item, participants were asked to respond to the following question: “To what extent do the following play a role in your ability to work in a competitive job?” The scale ranged from 0 = “does not play a role” to 4 = “plays a very large role.” The total scale score ranged from 0 to 20. Participants were then asked to indicate whether each factor was helpful or harmful. For instance, “coworker relationships” could play a large or small role and could be perceived as helpful or harmful to work success. The measure was found to have good psychometric properties [23].

Narrative interviews asked participants to first tell a story about a time when they felt they were successful in
employment and maintained a competitive job for at least 6 mo. Next, participants were asked to tell a story about a time when they struggled to find or keep a competitive job in the community. Veterans were probed for more information when appropriate. To ensure more thorough identification of work factors, the interviews were concluded with the following three open-ended questions: “Are there any other things that you have not already mentioned, related either to the job directly or other circumstances, which help you to keep your job?”; “Are there any other things that could make it difficult for you to keep your job for a long time?”; and “Are there any other things that you have found helpful to make you successful in your career in general?”

Quantitative Data Analysis

All quantitative analyses were run using SPSS version 20 (IBM; Armonk, New York). Preliminary analyses checked the normality of the data and characterized the background of the sample using descriptive statistics. These results indicated that the data were fairly normal and assumptions of statistical tests were met, thus parametric statistics were used. Total scores of barriers and facilitators were calculated by summing the scores on all items that scored ≥1 (played at least some role in work success) as either helpful (work facilitators) or harmful (work barriers). Next, independent group t-tests compared the combat and noncombat groups on the total number of perceived work barriers and work facilitators as well as individual barriers and facilitators. Significance values were set at 0.05. The effect size used was Cohen d: 0.2 represents a small effect, 0.05 a medium effect, and 0.08 a large effect.

Qualitative Data Analysis

Qualitative analyses of open-ended questions and narrative interviews followed an inductive, consensus-based approach informed by grounded theory [24]. The qualitative software program ATLAS.ti (Scientific Software Development GmbH; Berlin, Germany) was used to organize data and aid analysis. First, two study authors independently read interview transcripts and identified preliminary emergent themes relevant to work reintegration using an open coding approach. The coders then met and discussed preliminary codes in an iterative process to generate a consensus codebook, including detailed descriptions of each (see Figure for a listing of codes and descriptions of each code). Next, we used this codebook to rate all transcripts on the presence or absence of the codes (focused coding); dominant themes evidenced through salience and/or frequency were identified. Text segments were coded using multiple codes if appropriate; constraints were not placed on the number of codes that could be applied to a text segment, consistent with the focused coding approach. Coding segment length was determined based on meaning, with each segment representing a complete idea. Lastly, targeted analyses examined differences between the combat and noncombat groups on dominant themes. For this portion of the analyses, the coded text segments were examined and the types of quotations across the two groups were systematically compared to identify patterns. The codes were divided among the two coders, and summaries were written of narrative content pertaining to each code. Every third transcript was coded by both coders to maintain coding consistency; the coders then met to discuss the coding, resolve discrepancies, and arrive at consensus around recurrent themes.

RESULTS

Sample Descriptives

As displayed in the Table, the sample included 40 Veterans, 21 with military combat experience and 19 without combat experience. Among Veterans with combat experience, two-thirds (n = 14) served in the Persian Gulf war, OEF, OIF, and/or Operation New Dawn. Six Veterans (28.6%) participated in combat during the Vietnam war and one during the Iranian hostage crisis of 1979 (4.8%). Veterans without combat experience served during peace time; 18 out of 19 served during the post-Vietnam era, preceding the Persian Gulf war (94.7%). One participant (5.3%) served during the United States invasion of Grenada, but did not participate in combat. Furthermore, only 39 participants completed the narrative interview, as one Veteran who participated in combat during the Vietnam war chose to complete the interview at a different time, but did not return. Additional background characteristics and current work status of the sample are shown in the Table.

Quantitative Analyses

Between-groups analyses revealed that Veterans who served in combat and Veterans who did not serve in combat differed on the total number of perceived barriers to work success, such that those who served in combat experienced significantly more total work barriers (mean ± standard
deviation \[SD = 29.15 \pm 11.23\) than those who did not (mean \(\pm SD = 18.94 \pm 10.41; \ t(34) = -2.80, \ p = 0.008, \ d = -0.94\). We examined this finding at the item level and discovered that Veterans with combat experience reported significantly more physical health (mean \(\pm SD = 3.76 \pm 1.48; \ t(38) = 2.32, \ p = 0.03, \ d = -0.75\) and cognitive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture Fit</td>
<td>Describes the fit between the culture of the military and civilian workplace culture and work climate. This may also include fit between the Veteran’s preferred culture and the civilian workplace culture (e.g., desire for structure in the civilian workplace, teamwork, camaraderie, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Transition</td>
<td>Describes experiences after returning from deployment and/or after separation from the military. Themes often included stories of moving into the civilian working world. For many combat Veterans, this was a tenuous time filled with uncertainty regarding how to proceed and move from being a soldier, sailor, or marine into the aforementioned civilian roles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer Perceptions</td>
<td>Describes employers’ perceptions of Veterans and particularly Veterans with mental health disorders; describes employers’ tendency to minimize the experience of Veterans as pertinent and applicable to the civilian job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal Network</td>
<td>Describes the role of Veterans’ family, friends, and others; in many cases, these persons provided support and helped to compensate for mental health symptoms and cognitive deficits (e.g., memory problems). Also described are difficult and tenuous interpersonal interactions on the job, particularly with nonmilitary persons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Purpose</td>
<td>Describes Veterans’ need for purpose frequently sought through meaningful work activity and perceiving that one is making a contribution, similar to the important contribution made while in the military.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health</td>
<td>Describes the ways that mental health and cognitive impairments influence the process of reintegration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Reintegration</td>
<td>Describes reintegration themes not explicitly related to work, such as transitioning back into expected roles as a spouse, parent, student, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Health</td>
<td>Describes the ways that physical health affects reintegration success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reintegration Expectations</td>
<td>Describes Veterans’ expectations of leaving the military and expectations of the reintegration process; many Veterans described a discrepancy between their expectations and the reality of reintegration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Experience</td>
<td>Describes the interaction between reintegration and self-experience, or how one thinks, feels, and experiences the world, including what happens to them and their interactions and relationships with others. Many Veterans discussed issues of self-esteem and self-confidence and how the military affected their lives and helped shape who they are and how they define themselves. Also includes themes of the impact of military experiences on Veterans’ view of themselves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills and Experience Fit</td>
<td>Describes the fit between the skills, experience, and expertise gained in the military with civilian jobs. Frequently, Veterans believed that their skills and background matched the requirements of the civilian jobs, but employers disagreed. In other narratives, Veterans described how their military job prepared them for their civilian job.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure.** Qualitative codebook of work factors as barriers and facilitators.
Table.
Background characteristics of Veterans with and without combat experience. Data presented as mean ± standard deviation or n (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>No Combat (N = 19)</th>
<th>Combat (N = 21)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
<td>52.2 ± 13.9</td>
<td>49.2 ± 9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours Worked/wk</td>
<td>34.17 ± 12.90</td>
<td>36.88 ± 10.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Hourly Wage* ($)</td>
<td>11.6 ± 3.4</td>
<td>20.9 ± 8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently Employed</td>
<td>9 (47.4)</td>
<td>11 (52.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender: Male</td>
<td>16 (84.2)</td>
<td>17 (81.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>8 (42.1)</td>
<td>6 (28.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>11 (57.9)</td>
<td>13 (61.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1 Race</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Mental Health Diagnosis†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotic Disorder</td>
<td>15 (78.9)</td>
<td>2 (9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood Disorder</td>
<td>3 (15.8)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD</td>
<td>1 (5.3)</td>
<td>19 (90.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried</td>
<td>15 (78.9)</td>
<td>9 (42.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married/Living with Partner</td>
<td>4 (21.1)</td>
<td>12 (57.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed High School/GED</td>
<td>7 (36.8)</td>
<td>3 (14.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some College (includes Associates)</td>
<td>8 (42.1)</td>
<td>12 (57.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed ≥4 yr College</td>
<td>4 (21.1)</td>
<td>6 (28.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Branch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>12 (63.3)</td>
<td>14 (66.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>5 (26.3)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>2 (10.5)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marines</td>
<td>2 (10.5)</td>
<td>9 (42.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Conflict/Combat Era</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIF/OEF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9 (42.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Storm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (23.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 (28.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Vietnam</td>
<td>18 (94.7)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Conflict Era</td>
<td>1 (5.3)</td>
<td>1 (4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA Disability</td>
<td>8 (42.1)</td>
<td>21 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Groups significantly differed on wage rate, t(16) = –2.76, p = 0.01.
†Groups significantly differed on primary mental health diagnosis, χ²(2) = 29.11, p < 0.001.
‡Groups significantly differed on marital status, χ²(1) = 5.41, p = 0.02.
§Groups significantly differed on VA disability status, χ²(1) = 16.77, p < 0.001.

Qualitative Analyses
As shown in the Table, qualitative analysis identified several themes that emerged as factors related to work reintegration. These themes can be clustered into the following domains: health (mental and physical), transition (early transition experiences after returning from deployment or separating from the military, personal reintegration into a range of civilian and life roles outside the military, and reintegration expectations), interpersonal (relationships and interactions with others, including in the workplace), self-experience (sense of self defined as a Veteran and life purpose found through work), fit between the military and civilian work setting (skills/experience translation and educational preparedness), and characteristics of the employer and the workplace (the role of the employer and the workplace culture).

Health Domain
Health was most often conceptualized as a barrier to work reintegration by both Veterans with and those without combat experience; however, the salience of the types of health issues differed between the two groups. Veterans who served in combat reported both mental and physical ailments, including cognitive impairments, that interfered with their ability to find and keep jobs in the civilian sector. For example, participant 18 discussed the period of time subsequent to his separation from the Marine Corps, “And I was like 21, 22 when I got out. I was medically discharged, so I had a lot of instability with myself knowing that I don’t have a career now since I’m injured and, and now I have to start over, like, what do I do? Where do I go? Being a disabled Veteran seemed
like it was a disabled disadvantage.” Veterans who served in combat also noted how issues such as problematic substance use made work reintegration more difficult, often leading to job losses and a pattern of inconsistent employment. Participant 1 described the period after he left the military, “I was drinking and partying a lot and because of my drinking I couldn’t hold on to a job…just didn’t go in. I felt like drinking. I’d get a paycheck and then miss a couple days, and…do that until they let me go. And then usually I’d draw unemployment until that run out, then I would find another job. But then I decided to get sober…and I had been sober for, like, 17 months but could not find work.” In contrast to the narratives of Veterans who served in combat, Veterans who did not serve in combat most often reported mental health problems that led to their discharge from the military or were exacerbated soon thereafter; these problems were often described as “undiagnosed” and/or “untreated” for a period of time, which made finding a job and working in the community very difficult during the transition and beyond.

Transition Domain

Narratives of early transition after separation from the military or return from deployment were frequently provided by Veterans who served in combat; they described an uncertain time during which they journeyed through the process of navigating back into their interpersonal world with friends, family, and significant others, as well as movement into the civilian employment sector. Veterans offered vivid metaphors that described the challenge of learning to be a civilian again. Further, some participants emphasized the confusion during this time and uncertainty regarding how to proceed; participant 18 stated, “I didn’t know when you get kicked out of the service, when I got kicked out…it was just like, well, here you go. You, it just basically seemed like I was walking out of jail….And there was no training besides the training I learned from combat and how to be a leader and, but I mean, not civilian skills.” This quote is also consistent with the theme that many Veterans expressed negative reactions toward being discharged prematurely or without adequate preparation. In addition, Veterans expressed the dissonance between expectations of work reintegration upon discharge and actual experiences; participant 39 shared his experience, “I was kind of cocky about it when I got out, thinking all the experience I have, I have a good chance at getting a good job and this really back-fired on me.” Participant 15 likewise noted, “Throughout my discharge from the Marines [it] has been hard for me to, to actually keep a job…at least during this time. I was thinking that it would be easy, but it wasn’t easy. It was actually harder for me as a Veteran for some reason during this time to find a job, and it seemed like my only place was in the blue collar field…most jobs were temporary….So I honestly believe during this time it was a factor of just me having a high school diploma wasn’t good enough and me serving for my country didn’t help any.” Veterans expressed disappointment when their expectations for postdeployment work diverged from actual experiences.

In contrast, other stories of early transition centered on the benefits of military experience to the sense of self; many described this as increased self-confidence, self-esteem, and important life skills that translated into everyday life. Participant 20 discussed the factors that facilitated success in his career as a crisis counselor stating, “just the ability of what I learned in the military, how to relate to people, how to talk to people, how to be able to go into a hostile situation and assess it and, and being able to protect people that’s involved with it…in the military, you go into combat zones and things like that and you know what your job is. You know what the object is. You know what you need to do and with that it was the same thing, plus it was the fact you got a chance to get out to the community and let them know that you were there to help them and you’re there not to hurt them.” Similarly, Participant 30 discussed his work success, stating “I think a lot had to do with my training in the Marine Corps…really having developed a great deal of self-confidence. That plus my education, you know, four years of college I think combined really set a firm groundwork for building a successful career. And also, forming a competent individual—a self-confident and competent individual.”

Interpersonal Domain

The interpersonal domain was hallmarked by narratives of emotional and instrumental support from spouses and other family members. This support tended to serve a compensatory and protective purpose against the negative effects of PTSD and cognitive deficits, setting the stage for successful reintegration into the work setting for Veterans who served in combat. Participant 23 discussed this notion, stating “I got a, a great supportive wife and that’s, that’s key. That’s huge…. She helped me when I
was pretty nuts at times, helped me tremendously. Always been a great source of strength and support.” This Veteran also remarked on another prevalent interpersonal theme—the notion that working with other Veterans is easier because of mutual understanding. In this regard he stated, “Well, many times supervisors that don’t have military experience to my level and had difficulties are noncombatants. They don’t have a clue what Veterans want or need, even though they’re very competent in many areas. And sometimes they’re bean counters and all they care about is the numbers…that’s more important than the people to some supervisors and that makes it very difficult to have a feeling of teamwork or camaraderie and it’s very divisive.” A related theme was one of difficult or strained interpersonal interactions with coworkers and supervisors on the job. Participant 18 stated, “Sometimes coworkers can make it difficult, ‘cause they don’t know what you’re feeling or how you’re feeling, side effects medically or prescription-wise. Whatever the case is, some of them don’t have an idea and so some of the things that they say are like, what are you thinking? Why would you say something like that? …just off the wall crap…but I guess civilians, that’s just their camaraderie.” In addition, Participant 47 stated, “Having PTSD, on day-to-day it’s okay but any time that a customer gets irate or hostile it’s very hard for me to deal with and not blast back…I’ve been able to hold it together but my anxiety flares up, I’m shaky and, basically my whole day’s just out of sorts….."

**Self-Experience Domain**

Self-experience pervaded the narratives of work reintegration in Veterans who served in combat, encapsulating an array of themes. Participants discussed their sense of self and how they viewed and felt about themselves during the reintegration period. For instance, Participant 43 struggled with feelings of worthlessness after returning from deployment, “I came off deployment, I was already depressed a little bit. I had went and sought some counseling behind the scenes because I didn’t want anybody to, oh, he’s going to the psychiatric people—and so all that together, my self-worth was zero, and my family noticed the difference when I came home. I was just dull. I wasn’t that same, happy guy. I changed and didn’t feel good about anything. I felt like I was a joke, a loser.” Others commented on the way the military has long been a part of how they define themselves and the way this translated into civilian work; in this regard, Participant 3 commented, “I was born to be a Marine. I was born to be in law enforcement. I was born to be a bodyguard, high risk security agent. I love that stuff. I did it ever since I was 18 years old, you know.” Relatedly, a notable portion of Veterans reflected on their military experience as the most successful phase in their career, as they felt that they made a meaningful contribution to a worthy and noble cause. Participant 43 described this, “The last time I felt successful was on a deployment to Iraq. I feel like I saved some lives and made a positive difference. One of my mottos was to take over boys and bring them back men. And I tried to change lives, and a lot of people said I did. And there is no finer honor than to lead Americans into combat.”

Along the same lines, another important aspect of self-experience is the meaning Veterans derive from their time in the military, including service to their country and brothers and sisters in arms and contributing to the greater good and the collective goals of the military. Participants were most able to integrate this into their self-concept and form a coherent sense of self during the reintegration period when their civilian work also contributed to a benevolent cause, oftentimes helping other Veterans. In this way, their civilian careers created a strong sense of life purpose. Participant 23 described this as he discussed his job serving Active Duty servicemembers while in the military and Veterans during his civilian pastoral career, “I love my country and I believe in fighting for my country and…dying if need be. Fought twice…love my soldiers and I really enjoy talking about their problems and difficulties in combat and…the rest of life, ‘cause life is harder than combat. Combat, every day you either win or lose and if you lose you’re dead, you don’t worry about it. But if you win, you got the next day. And then when you come back here, sometimes there’s no light at the end of the tunnel….” Similarly, Participant 34 commented on her job success helping other Veterans transition into college, stating “…there were three Veterans at the time going to [college] and I feel I helped them a lot. I think overall it went really well and I helped establish a lot of programs that are beneficial for students, well, for Veterans who are trying to matriculate into college and get that transition period together. I helped a lot with that. And that’s something I am proud of, that I could help other people when they transitioned from the military, or maybe they’ve been out of the military and then had a break and then went to school.”
Fit Between Military and Civilian Work Setting Domain

With regard to the fit between military skills and experiences and the civilian work setting, both Veterans who did and did not serve in combat highlighted a troubling discrepancy. Most often, they believed their military skills and experiences translated well, but civilian employers disagreed. For example, Participant 47, a Veteran who served in combat, explained how the management skills he learned in the military were discounted, “Every job I’ve applied for they say I don’t have enough experience, even though I had the same experience in the military. I was a mechanic….I was also a squad leader which gives me management skills…and that’s not even counted either.” Likewise, some Veterans discussed self-doubt and apprehension with regard to their skills and abilities as they shifted from the military to civilian jobs; for example, Participant 43 commented, “I get behind the computer today, and I scan in a folder that has a barcode for a soldier—I can’t even hit the buttons without forgetting what I had to do….I keep forgetting because I get so nervous and I don’t want to mess up something for a claim. So, I could go home and tell you how to do it if you’re sitting in my house. But when I go to the office today—it was a continuation of yesterday afternoon—I couldn’t remember anything. Which is crazy, because I just get nervous. I have no confidence.” Moreover, several participants described the reintegration period as one of exploration of work skills and career interests, during which time a number of Veterans chose to respecialize and obtain a college degree in a new civilian field.

Characteristics of Employer and Workplace Domain

The final domain relevant to work reintegration centered on characteristics of the employer and the workplace. In particular, Veterans who served in combat described how employers’ perceptions of Veterans affected the ease with which they were able to reintegrate and achieve work success. For example, Participant 39 commented on his employer’s view of the potential for a future deployment, “Yeah, you’re military but are you going to take leave because I need someone here…I can’t hire you and three months later you’re going to Afghanistan or something like that.” In contrast, Participant 32 recounted how his employer’s decision to hold his job for him during his deployment aided his reintegration when he returned, “I’ve always worked with my hands and been able to make ends meet by doing construction work. So when I went to Iraq and then came back, of course they held my job, it has good benefits….I’ve been really blessed to have this job. So, I’m lucky.” In addition, an often-mentioned theme was the fit between the culture of the civilian workplace and military culture. Veterans who served in combat heavily emphasized their preference for civilian workplaces that offered more perceived structure, organization, rigidity, and efficiency, in greater alignment with the military style of work. A stronger fit with this aspect of workplace culture led to more successful reintegration; in contrast, a mismatch was associated with more reintegration difficulty. Participant 28 discussed this notion, stating “In the military everything’s in a book. If you want to know how to do something, there’s a book that tells you how to do it and so I think the military just has the best organization of any corporation anywhere…when I finally reached (military) retirement age, I went to work at several places, this was following the onset of my PTSD and I just could not tolerate working for somebody who was inefficient and disorganized…. And I’d just get mad and quit and so I probably had twelve or fifteen jobs…max time there was three to six months.” Participant 40 also commented on the importance of the culture and structure of the civilian work position in comparison to the military; he stated, “If you’re an infantry person…you don’t ever stop moving. You have so many people in your chain of command telling you what to do all the time, you need a work environment that relates to that or you’re going to fail because when you get out, you’re just shell shocked.” Furthermore, Participant 44 commented on the differences in priorities and approaches between civilian and military jobs; he stated, “When you go to the civilian workplace, civilians take a lot of things for granted…they haven’t had their life depend upon the simple things…or other people’s lives and so, coming off deployment and going right into the work force…. I had some issues adjusting because the things I thought were important, everybody else was just like ‘whatever, we’ll get to it someday. It’s not a big deal. I’m going home early.’ And I thought, well, that’s the wrong answer.”
DISCUSSION

This study used a unique approach to provide insights regarding the work reintegration experiences of Veterans with mental health disorders by complementing quantitative analysis of encountered work barriers with exploration of subjective work experiences of Veterans who served in combat and those who did not. As expected, work reintegration narratives were more frequent in Veterans who served in combat than Veterans who served during peace time. Further, Veterans who served in combat reported more barriers to work success, particularly with regard to physical health and cognitive problems. These findings were expanded by rich qualitative narratives highlighting several areas in which Veterans struggled to reintegrate into the civilian working world both after deployment and after separation from the military. However, Veterans also remarked on the positive impact of their military experience on their self-confidence, general feelings of competency, and self-efficacy, facilitating success in civilian jobs.

Veterans who perceived their separation from the military to be premature or under circumstances in which they felt ill prepared to move into the civilian world experienced greater difficulty with work reintegration; this was often expressed through a veil of an unstable self-concept and low sense of agency as a competent worker. Often these feelings about oneself went beyond work reintegration and interacted with mental health concerns: Veterans frequently commented on the way mental health symptoms (e.g., PTSD symptoms) interfered with their lives and families and their ability to find and keep work and progress toward a fruitful career path. Moreover, Veterans who were able to integrate their military sense of self (e.g., self as a soldier, sailor, Marine, airman) into their newly forming civilian sense of self experienced a smoother and more successful reintegration into the civilian working world. A more favorable reintegration path was particularly evident for Veterans who found meaning in their civilian jobs (e.g., working with Veterans, contributing to a positive cause, helping the community), had a strong fit between the job and their skills and work preferences (e.g., working with one’s hands, performing physical tasks), and perceived a strong match between the civilian workplace culture and the military culture. With regards to the latter, Veterans expressed a strong desire for a culture that fit with the more structured and organized culture of the military, in which tasks and goals are clear and all parties involved work toward the task in an efficient and straightforward manner. Relatedly, particularly during the early transition period, some Veterans expressed a desire to work with Veterans, more so than civilians, given a common work style and demeanor. In addition, they felt a greater sense of camaraderie and shared experience with fellow Veterans. It may also be that working with other Veterans helped some participants extend their service commitment to contributing to something greater than themselves.

Furthermore, Veterans illustrated the mismatch between skills obtained during military service and those perceived by civilian employers as relevant. This problem has been nationally recognized [25] and steps have been taken to remedy it within the governmental sector [26]; initiatives to address this issue have also been spearheaded by a scant number of large private sector companies (e.g., General Electric). In addition, Federal legislation has provided incentives for businesses to hire Veterans with disabilities (including mental illness) who have been recently discharged from the military and those who have been out of work for a substantial period of time; initial evidence suggests that these efforts have made some progress to ameliorate the problem [27]. Moreover, the Post-9/11 Veterans Educational Assistance Act of 2008 affords educational benefits for Veterans wishing to obtain college degrees and/or respecialize skills. However, the current findings highlight an ongoing issue that warrants further examination to better understand the misperceptions of civilian employers and ways in which Veterans with mental health disorders can best accentuate the transferrable nature of their skills and expertise during the job search process. In addition, some Veterans may need to respecialize their skills or seek additional training if their mental and/or physical health ailments prevent them from engaging in civilian vocations for which they were specially trained in the military. These findings suggest the need for a more integrated approach to providing vocational and educational assistance to Veterans with mental and physical illness, such as combining VA supported employment and supported education services [28]. Another important employer-related theme was the concern by employers regarding future deployments of persons in the National Guard and reserve units who could be called into Active Duty again in the future. While these findings are unique to those still serving, they are consistent with previous findings that civilian employers endorse stigma that dissuade
them from hiring Veterans, particularly Veterans with mental health disorders [29]; employers have also cited concerns and lack of preparedness pertaining to accommodating Veterans with disabilities, including PTSD [30].

Lastly, our findings point to the protective role of the social network in buffering against poor health, particularly with regard to PTSD and cognitive symptoms. Friends, family, and particularly significant others helped compensate for these difficulties and support reintegration into civilian life. Conversely, the civilian workplace offered an interpersonally challenging and ambiguous work setting for many Veterans who struggled with work reintegration. Interpersonal difficulties on the job were often related to stories of job loss and hesitancy to look for a new job, further delaying work reintegration and career advancement. This finding is supported by research indicating that Veterans with mental illness who have difficulty understanding and responding to social cues tend to have shorter job tenures and earn lower wages [31]. Similarly, unemployed Veterans with physical disabilities have worse social integration than their counterparts who are employed [32]. Taken together, these findings potentially point to an expanded role for integrating family and interpersonal support networks into mental health care, particularly during the early phases of community reintegration [21], in order to buffer against the negative impact of social difficulties.

This study has limitations that are worthy of note. First, the cross-sectional nature of the data precludes drawing firm conclusions; that is, given that data were collected at one point in time, we cannot conclude that the barriers described caused poorer work reintegration or hindered work success. Second, while work reintegration narratives spontaneously emerged as a prominent portion of the range of work success/difficulty narratives, we did not specifically ask about the construct of work reintegration, as to not influence the range of responses and personal conceptualizations of the notion of “work reintegration,” consistent with a grounded theory methodology [24]. However, it is possible that this approach may have failed to discover latent narratives addressing work reintegration. Third, narratives of work success and work difficulties were collected more recently to the transition from military to the civilian world for Veterans of recent conflicts, whereas Veterans of more distant conflicts (e.g., Vietnam) and those who served during peace time were asked to recall reintegration events that occurred several years prior or more. This memory burden may have led to difficulty recalling the transition period for these Veterans. Along these lines, future research should address the factors most impactful during the early work reintegration period compared with later periods, in which Veterans strive to maintain career success in the face of chronic mental health conditions. In addition, cohort differences may have influenced differences in factors influencing work reintegration. While this study found no differences in work factors between Gulf war Veterans and Veterans from earlier combat eras, the sample was small and the majority of Veterans came from two eras. Further research should use larger and more diverse samples to examine whether Veterans have varying service needs based on their combat era, so that services can be appropriately tailored (particularly for the new generation of Veterans who served in more recent conflicts). Because the participants were primarily white and African American males residing in a Midwestern city, it is unclear whether these findings would generalize to women and Veterans of other ethnic origin and geographical locations (i.e., rural).

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, this study goes beyond existing reintegration literature by demonstrating a nuanced and multifaceted picture of work reintegration in Veterans with mental health disorders. Reintegration after leaving the military involves multiple transitions that must be managed simultaneously. Further, work reintegration is related to a variety of factors that influence the way Veterans think about themselves, other people, and their ability to succeed in the civilian world postmilitary. These findings also suggest several areas for future study and potential interventions that may enhance the process of reintegration. Notably, it is important to assist Veterans to assimilate military and combat experiences into their changing self-concept, particularly for those who are experiencing poor self-esteem, low self-worth, and a deflated sense of self-confidence and personal agency. Likewise, it is essential to connect and engage these Veterans with effective mental health services; facilitating interpersonal supports is essential. In addition, providing further guidance and resources as Veterans navigate the process of transitioning from the military to the civilian world is critical, especially with regard to the translation of military skills and experiences to the civilian workplace.
Veterans who perceived greater difficulty attributed to their mental and/or physical illnesses may need a higher level of preparedness and more assistance as they leave the military and move into the civilian world; these Veterans carry the burden of adjusting to both new mental and physical ailments as well as transitioning back into society. Research is in the early stages examining the benefits of evidence-based supported employment services tailored for Veterans with PTSD [33], who often have comorbid physical and cognitive impairments; this promising work will lead to enhanced strategies to address the unique needs of this population, particularly as they transition back into the civilian working world. Finally, the findings regarding stigmatizing employer attitudes toward persons with mental health disorders are consistent with conclusions drawn in prior studies [34]; further investigation of this issue and effective ways to prepare employers to properly work with and accommodate Veterans is urgently needed.
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